Basic program in monitoring and analysing of a living system.
An easy to use, for a physiologist, BASIC program based on a previous published theory (Iacobaş & Iacobaş 1985, 1987) is presented. The user should introduce the mean values, the allowed fluctuations and the experimentally determined values (at certain time moments) of the parameters which are satisfactorily describing the living system. The computer will then determine the corresponding values of the dimensionless parameters, will compute the pathological for every experimentally studied state and will build the pre-Hilbert space of normal and pathological states of the system. On request, the computer could present on the display the graph for each parameter (natural or dimensionless) and could fit the experimental data with some analytical functions giving their coefficients and the fitting standard errors. The computer could also make predictions (on request) concerning the evolution of the system in any realistic time interval.